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It is well known that disorder gives rise to attenua-
tion of low frequency elastic waves in amorphous solids,
even if dynamics are strictly confined to the harmonic
regime [1–5]. In a recent preprint [6], Szamel and cowork-
ers present results regarding sound attenuation rates
measured within the harmonic regime in very stable
three-dimensional (3D) computer glasses; the key result
announced in [6] is the discovery of a new scenario of
sound damping in which the shear (transverse) wave at-
tenuation rate follows ΓT ∼ k2 in the low wavenumber
k regime. This scenario has been asserted to be experi-
mentally relevant.
In this brief note we show that the key result of [6] is in
fact a finite-size effect, which has been recently discussed
and fully explained theoretically in [7]. Consequently,
the sound damping scenario reported on in [6] is neither
new nor experimentally relevant; it will disappear in the
thermodynamic limit of macroscopic glasses. Central to
understanding the observations of [6] is the following the-
oretical prediction for ΓT and ΓL (the sound/longitudinal
wave attenuation rate) presented in [7]
ΓT,L ∼ ∆ω(k) ∼ k
√
nq(k)√
N
for k <
ω†(N)
cT
. (1)
Here ω† is a crossover frequency [7], divided by the shear
(transverse) wave-speed cT , below which phonons cluster
into discrete bands of disorder-induced width ∆ω(k) and
degeneracy nq(k) [8] in finite-size systems composed of
N particles, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. Finally, note
that it has been shown that ω†(N) ∼ N−2/(2d¯+d¯2) in d¯
dimensions [7].
To support our main assertion that the low wavenum-
ber regime reported on in [6] is described by the finite-size
theory prediction in Eq. (1), we present in Fig. 2a mea-
surements of phonon band frequency widths ∆ω(k), ex-
tracted (as described in [7]) from the vibrational modes of
between 50−100 independent stable computer glasses [9]
in d¯=3, for N= 16K, 64K, 256K, and plotted against the
phonon band wavenumber k. We find that the widths ap-
proximately follow ∆ω(k)∼ k2 (dashed line in Fig. 2a),
which corresponds to the observations in [6]. This scal-
ing, however, is an apparent one; the data in fact follow
the finite-size theory prediction in Eq. (1), as shown next.
In Fig. 2b we plot the phonon band widths against the
rescaled wavenumber k
√
nq(k)/
√
N . These data estab-
lish that the phonon band widths follow the finite-size
scaling as given by Eq. (1), even for very stable glasses,
and consequently that the k2 scaling reported on in [6]
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FIG. 1. The vibrational density of states of 3D stable com-
puter glasses [9] of (a) N = 64K and (b) N = 256K plotted
against frequency [10]. The vertical lines mark our estima-
tion of ω†, above which phonon bands start to overlap and
merge. Arrows mark sound waves. (c) Sound wave attenua-
tion rate ΓL plotted against wavenumber [10] scaled by
√
nq
(cf. Eq. (1)), measured as described in [4] for the 7 lowest
frequency sound waves in stable 2D computer glasses [11].
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FIG. 2. (a) Phonon band widths ∆ω measured in stable com-
puter glasses, plotted against wavenumber k [10]. An appar-
ent k2 scaling is observed. (b) Same as (a), but plotted against
the rescaled wavenumber k
√
nq/
√
N , see text for discussion.
will not persist in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞,
for which ω†(N)→ 0. Note, though, that the crossover
wavenumber k†≡ω†/cT depends very weakly on system
size (∼N−2/15 in d¯= 3, consistent with our estimations
shown in Fig. 1); varying N by a factor of 4, as done
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2in [6], changes k† by merely 20%, hence explaining the ap-
parent N -independent crossover to the finite-size regime
observed in Fig. 2b of [6].
Finally, an approximate quartic scaling ΓL ∼ k4 of
the sound (longitudinal) wave attenuation rate is also
reported on in [6], exhibiting no finite-size effects as pre-
dicted in Eq. (1). We assert that for the system sizes
employed in [6], (all but the very lowest-k) sound waves
reside above ω† (see Fig. 1a-b, where sound waves are
marked with arrows), explaining why sound attenuation
rates are devoid of finite-size effects in this case. In very
stable 2D glasses several sound waves do reside below
ω†, and consequently attenuation rates also follow the
predicted finite-size scaling Eq. (1), as demonstrated in
Fig. 1c.
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